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Chapter 261 – Ghost Hunter Chen Yushu (Part Two) 

AH!!! Mengyao cried out- how did this zombie know her name? 

All the stuff from before couldnt compare with this- how could she not be scared if the monster knew 

her name?! 

Eh? Yushu was curious. Yao Yao, how come this zombies intelligent? It even knows your name! 

How am I supposed to know Shu, Im starting to get scared Mengyao was starting to find it eerily odd- 

how could this zombie know her name? 

Maybe the employees here recognized you as Uncle Chus daughter and changed the programming to 

give you a better experience? So youll praise them in front of Uncle Chu? Yushu suggested after thinking 

about it- there werent really other possibilities she could think up, since they didnt even register their 

names when they bought the entrance ticket. 

Shu, Im a little scared Lets get out of here? Mengyao didnt want to stay in a place like this anymore- it 

was starting to make her really uncomfortable. 

Dont worry, Yao Yao, Ill kill this zombie for you! Yushu said excitedly as she charged at the zombie. 

Lalala, Im a GHOSTHUNTER! 

With that, she planted a heavy foot on the zombies back, sending him tumbling to the side. Yuchu cried 

out in pain as he moved away….. 

Yeah! Yao Yao, look! I sent the zombie running! A wide grin appeared on her face as she looked at the 

fleeing zombie triumphantly. Theyre so good with the programming! Ask Uncle Chu to praise them a bit- 

the zombie even knows how to run after getting kicked! 

  

Yushu had put Mengyao in a good mood once again, and she started thinking that Yushus explanation 

was pretty plausible- they mightve realized who she was and wanted to impress her with their product! 

 

She wasnt that scared anymore because of Yushu- one look at the fleeing bunny zombie and Mengyao 

issued an order to Lin Yi. Lin Yi, go capture that zombie for me! 

Kay. Lin Yi nodded. 

Things werent looking good for Yuchu- this miss wasnt thinking up more ways to mess him up, was she? 

He quickened his steps to get out as soon as possible when someone stopped him at the neck He was 

airborne the next second, landing in front of Mengyao and Yushus feet with a thump. 

Ha, the zombies back! Yao Yao, come on! Yushu said as she jumped on the zombies belly, up and down 

and up and down 

Yuchu wailed in agony- he felt like his intestines were gonna explode! His eyes rolled back a moment 

after and he passed out as well 



Boring Yushu uttered after stepping on the zombie a few more times- the zombie wasnt wailing 

anymore! Unstatisfied, she jumped off of Yuchu. This zombies pretty low quality, I only stepped on it a 

few times! Wonder what company its from, maybe we should have Uncle Chu make a complaint! 

Haha Mengyao found Yushus thought process amusing- it was supposed to be a model to scare you 

with, of course itd get destroyed if you jumped on it! 

 

Maosheng blinked at the half-dead Yuchu- this Chen Yushu girl seemed to be tougher than the Lin Yi 

bodyguard 

The plan wasnt gonna work anymore at this point- Yushu had messed it all up. Mengyao definitely 

wouldnt be scared of him if he tried to continue the plan on his own now 

Maosheng found it to be unfair- Mengyao was very afraid of ghosts, that much was clear- she looked 

terrified when Ma just patted her on the shoulder! It was feasible that they could give her a traumatizing 

scare if theyd coordinated with Yuchu properly! 

He could tell that Mengyao was especially scared of stuff like that The only problem here was that girl 

Chen Yushu, whod exploded Mas nuts and rearranged Yuchus intestines! What the hell!! 

Could their luck possibly get any shittier than this?! 

He was disappointed at how the strategy turned out, but there was no point on continuing it anymore. 

With that in mind, Maosheng decided to leave and formulate another plan to have Mengyao killed. It 

must be done today! 

 

He was just turning around when Yushu called out from behind him. Vampire! Get back here! 

Maoshengs face darkened- he couldnt even run now?! He started quickening his steps and ignore the 

crazy woman when something smashed against the back of his head- what followed was piercing pain 

and unconsciousness as he fell to the floor 

Yes!! Headshot! This vampires way too weak, right Yao Yao? Yushu said as she did a victory dance 

The projectile shed thrown at Maosheng was Yuchus shoe 

Shu, do you see that blood coming out from the vampires head? Mengyao asked curiously as she looked 

at Maosheng. 

Yeah, its really realistic! Yushu didnt know what was going on there, but didnt really care. Well, lets go! 

We still have more ghosthunting to do! 

Oh Okay Mengyao nodded as she walked onward with Yushu 

Lin Yi didnt know what to say as he looked at the two dudes lying on the floor The idiots did have it 

pretty bad, getting treated like toys by Yushu 



Failing to find any more tangible opponents for the remainder of their journey left Yushu unsatisfied. 

Only three fightable monsters, isnt that too little Yao Yao, suggest to Uncle Chu that there should be 

more of them! Well come again next time! 

More of them for you to break? Mengyao still didnt know that those were real people 

Heh. Yushu stuck her tongue out. Man, I shouldve brought a dv today! I couldve recorded everything 

and show off my heroics! 

The haunted house had taken an hour- add that up to the queue time and it was almost noon. 

Yao Yao, lets go get something to eat and then go bungee jumping? Yushu said, feeling a bit hungry. 

Alright, Im getting hungry too. Mengyao concurred- the haunted house did exhaust her a bit. 

There were a lot of fast food restaurants at the theme park. The girls found one that looked good and 

seated themselves at a table. 

Lin Yi, go get us something to eat. Mengyao said as she pulled out two hundred kuai and handed it to Lin 

Yi. 

Chapter 262 – Chu Mengyao’s Admirer 

There were a couple of very well dressed men in a corner of the restaurant. 

An Bro, isnt that your lil sis Chu? A man in a white dress shirt said as Mengyao walked in with Lin Yi and 

Yushu. 

An Jianwen paused as he looked at Mengyao. Hed just returned to Songshan, and had planned to make 

an official visit to Mengyaos house after meeting some of his friends first He didnt expect to see 

Mengyao and Yushu with a strange boy at the theme park together- he felt a stab of pain inside. 

Ill go say hi. Jianwen said to the two people with him. 

Want us to go and help? The white shirt guy asked. Look at that guy, he looks like some poor boy- he 

even lets Mengyao pay for food! What the hell? 

I know, right? Hows this guy An Bros competitor? A feminine-looking man spoke up as well. 

Its fine, Ill go alone. Jianwen waved his hand dismissively before standing up and heading in Mengyaos 

direction. 

Yao Yao, long time no see! Youre such a big girl now! Jianwen greeted with a shining smile, as if he were 

a big brother figure. 

Youre big bro Jianwen? Mengyao said a little happily after a pause. You came back to China? 

Yeah, just yesterday. Im with some of my friends today, didnt expect to see you here! I was still thinking 

of visiting Uncle Chu and lil sis Yao Yao this weekend! Jianwen seated himself in Lin Yis seat elegantly 

before turning to Yushu. Shu, still as cute as ever. Still remember this big bro Jianwen? 

Yep, you lost to my brother, right? Hehe! Yushu waved with a smile on her face. 



Jianwens eyes softened for an instant before the smile returned to his face. Yeah, Yutian Bros a soldier 

now so its pretty hard to meet him Well need him to come back for us four Songshan Young Masters to 

be back again 

Jianwens face turned nostalgic at the thought. Ah, I remember those glory days back when Yutian Bro 

led us! But everyones grown up now, right? Haha! 

Jianwen bro, are you planning to stay in Songshan this time? Mengyao asked casually. 

Yeah, Im planning on living here now- I have my little sister Yao Yao here! Jianwen had a warm smile on 

his face as he looked at Mengyao. 

Mengyao didnt know why, but she felt a little depressed She didnt feel passionate the way she used to 

feel whenever Jianwen would talk to her like that. They didnt feel that close anymore, and Jianwens 

attitude was actually making her a little uncomfortable. 

Ah, is that so… Welcome back then.. Mengyao said after forcing on a smile. 

They were just talking when Lin Yi walked over with a food tray. The restaurant only had sets, so he just 

quickly picked three types for them to choose later. 

As for An Jianwen, however, Lin Yi had made sure to keep an eye on him all the while. Mengyao knew 

him, but that was no guarantee that the guy wouldnt have any ill intentions. 

Mister, youre sitting in my seat. You can ask a waiter to get you another chair if youre planning on 

staying here. Lin Yi said as he put down the tray on the table. It was a three person table, and while a 

chair could be added, itd make the space quite cramped. 

Haha, Yao Yao sis, whos this? Arent you gonna introduce him to me? Jianwen sounded polite and 

friendly, but his eyes darkened slightly as he spoke, evidently pissed off that Lin Yi would just ask him to 

get up from the seat like that. 

Jianwen didnt move as he spoke, not intending to give Lin Yi the seat at all. It was clear to him that Lin Yi 

simply wasnt a competitor! 

 

The guy had a shirt worth a couple dozens of kuai, and some casual black pants on- everything he was 

wearing couldnt be worth more than two hundred. What did a guy like this have against one of the four 

Young Masters of Songshan that would give him a chance with Mengyao? 

Oh, hes Lin Yi, Yao Yaos bodyguard plus shield! Yushu said crisply. 

Bodyguard plus shield? Jianwen paused, not quite understanding what that meant Itd be simple if the 

guy was just a bodyguard; rich young misses didnt lack those, but what did that shield part mean Shield? 

What kind of profession was that? 

Hes her boyfriend, basically! Yushu explained with a smile. 

Shu!! Mengyao glared at Yushu helplessly, but didnt deny or explain it for some reason.. 



Yet Mengyaos glare looked like a displeased one to Jianwen- as far as he could tell, Mengyao and Lin Yis 

relationship was currently a secret! It was only natural that Chu Pengzhan wouldnt want his daughter to 

be dating some poor guy who needed the girl to pay during meals, and that meant the relationship 

hadnt gone public yet! 

 

Yet Yushu had spilled the beans about that, and Mengyao could only glare at Yushu for that. This 

displeased Jianwen Fuck, this guy thinks he can just get into the high life by latching onto her? Is he 

dreaming? 

Ah, so hes Yao Yao sis boyfriend! Jianwen only stood up then. At the end of the day, the guy was already 

Mengyaos boyfriend- this meant that he was a competitor, albeit one at a lower level. 

But Jianwen wasnt about to let his guard down just because of that- him being able to win Mengyaos 

favor was solid proof of his ability. He reached his hand out towards Lin Yi. Hi, Im An Jianwen, Yao Yaos 

big brother. We grew up together- were childhood friends. 

Jianwen was expecting Lin Yi to panic and not know what to do after hearing his name, but the guy didnt 

seem to know him at all! He couldnt help but feel disappointed at that as Lin Yi offered his own hand. I 

got some soup on my hand, Mister An. I hope you dont mind? 

I Jianwens face froze as he looked at that oily hand of Lin Yis, speechless as he realized the position he 

was in. Shaking the hand would dirty his own, but he was the one whod initiated it in the first place Itd 

be pretty boorish of him to pull his hand back now. 

Helpless, he grabbed Lin Yis hand for a handshake, his face bitter as he did so. 

Lin Yi. Im Chu Mengyaos follower. Lin Yi introduced. 

Follower? What the fuck, another term? What the hell, was the guy trying to taunt him? Bodyguard, 

shield, and now follower? Was he just trying to show off that he was Mengyaos boyfriend? 

Chapter 263 – See Who Dies First 

Haha. Jianwen laughed as he pulled over a chair to seat himself at the table. Mind if I ask what it is you 

do, Mister Lin? 

Oh, didnt I just tell you? Im a follower. Lin Yi smiled. You? 

Fucking-!! Jiangwen wanted to curse at this person- the guy was just blatantly taunting and disregarding 

him at this point! He didnt have to shove his boyfriend status at his face all the time, did he? He wasnt 

even a boyfriend approved by Chu Pengzhan! 

 

Jianwen didnt think that Chu Pengzhan would ever acknowledge Lin Yi, there was just no way! He didnt 

know what kind of bullshit luck this kid had. Howd he win Mengyaos favor? 

And Lin Yis you? only pissed him off even more- everyone knew about him back in those glory days, he 

was one of the four Young Masters of Songshan!! 

 



Five years. Five years of moving around and the young people had all forgotten about the young 

masters! Now he was even asked what he did for a living! 

Just came back from studying overseas. Planning to invest and start a company. Jianwen said faintly, a 

sliver of pride in his voice. 

Oh, start a company, huh. Thats nice, Im planning to start one myself. Lin Yi said casually. 

A taint of rage flashed across Jianwens face. Im planning to start one myself? Did the guy think it was 

that simple, that he could just start a company? Did he even have the funds for that? 

Oh? What kind of company are you thinking, Mister Lin? Jianwen said, a tint of mockery in his tone. 

Not sure yet. Lin Yi didnt feel like explaining it to Jianwen- he was planning on starting a medicine-

making company; it was something hed decided on long ago. 

Haha, okay, remember to contact me after youve decided, Mister Lin! Ill make sure to help 

out wherever I can for lil sis Yao Yaos sake. Jianwen said earnestly. 

Help out, huh? Lin Yi curled his lips, completely not buying Jianwens supposed earnesty. 

Jianwen then prepared to get up and leave- there wasnt any point in staying there talking with Lin Yi. He 

thought that hed go back and look into Lin Yis background before anything else. After all, knowing thy 

enemy was the best way to win. It was always the motto Jianwen used when dealing with things. 

He wasnt two steps away from the table when Jianwen grabbed his stomach, his breathing growing 

ragged as beads of sweat rolled down his face. He was just about to say something when he collapsed all 

of a sudden, all his muscles contracting as foam came out of his mouth 

Big bro Jianwen Mengyao rushed over worriedly after a pause- the two people who were with Jianwen 

rushed over as well. 

Call the ambulance, hurry! The man in the white shirt evidently knew of Jianwens condition. He was 

tense, but didnt panic. The feminine man, on the other hand, pulled his phone out and called the 

ambulance. 

Mengyao turned to the guy in the white shirt as he made his way over. Taizao Bro Jianwens condition 

Wheres the owner? Wheres the owner of this restaurant! Get the hell out, its a food poisoning! The man 

in the white shirt was Su Taizao, also one of the four Young Masters of Songshan. 

A man with a belly walked out, evidently scared as he looked at Taizao. Mister, it isnt for certain that this 

is food poisoning.. 

Not for certain? We told you not to add any coriander and celery! Didnt you listen?! Taizao said with a 

violent glare. Anything happens to An Bro and Ill make sure this restaurant dies! 

We didnt add coriander and celery I even told the kitchen specifically not to add those The owner said 

carefully. 



Theres no coriander or celery, hes not lying. Lin Yi said from Jianwens previous table as he inspected 

their food. But theres chrysanthemum in the soup- if Im not wrong, An Jianwen should have an allergy 

to vegetables with a strong smell like this, resulting in an epilepsy if he ever consumes them. 

Chrysanthemum? Taizao paused after turning to the owner. Theres chrysanthemum in the food? 

Yes, there is. The owner nodded. Weve always added chrysanthemum to our soups, it helps cool off 

during the summer 

Taizao frowned. Why didnt you say so earlier? Yet he understood that he couldn’t blame the owner for 

this- he hadnt said anything beforehand, after all. Using chrysanthemum in soups was very uncommon 

in the north, and Taizao had only thought about the coriander and celery that always came in massive 

amounts Who knew that there just had to be chrysanthemum! 

 

Lin Yi walked back to his seat after that, preparing to continue his meal. Hed only checked Jianwens food 

because he didnt have a good impression of him- he didnt want the owner to be dragged into Jianwens 

problem. 

The owner glanced at Lin Yi gratefully- if it werent for Lin Yi rooting out the problem, hed have a hard 

time managing the restaurant with that food poisoning label on it 

Lin Yi, can you save Jianwen bro? Mengyao was aware of the subtle tension between Jianwen and Lin Yi 

earlier, but Jianwen was still a brother figure from her childhood, and their families were closely 

connected as well She wouldnt feel good in the slightest if anything happened to Jianwen right in front 

of her eyes. 

Hearing Lin Yi identify the cause for Jianwens epilepsy prompted her to pin her last hope on Lin Yi 

subconsciously. She didnt know when it had started, but Mengyao now saw Lin Yi as an existence 

capable of anything. 

Cooking, parking, sweeping out gangsters and delinquents Even Yushu getting stuck in a fence was 

something shed go to Lin Yi for without hesitation! As long as Lin Yi was there, any problem or request 

she had could be taken care of! As a result, Mengyao had developed a form of reliance on Lin Yi! 

Oh, I could, but I dont want to. Lin Yi said with one glance at Jianwen. 

You Taizao was getting angry at what Lin Yi said. Whats the matter with you, youre gonna just sit there 

and watch? Do you know what family An Jianwen is from? Let them find out about this and youre good 

as dead! 

Oh. You guys wait for the ambulance then- Im sure this guy can survive the next ten minutes. Lin Yi said 

as he looked at Taizao as if he were a retard. Lets see if hes as good as dead or I am! 

You-! Taizao couldnt find a retort to that- it was a threat he was used to throwing out, especially with 

how tyrannically he lived his life He wasnt expecting Lin Yi to be immune to that.  

Chapter 264 – Puked On 

Man, you have it rough, Jianwen Bro. Taizao Bro just killed you with that. Yushu commented with a 

shake of her head, feeling sorry for the unlucky Jianwen. 



To tell the truth, she wasnt very fond of An Jianwen at all. There was this darkness to him, and the guy 

was chasing her Yao Yao, too! Her impression of him simply wasnt a good one 

After all, she was going to marry the same man her soulmate married! Shed have to marry An Jianwen if 

Mengyao married him, and she didnt want that! So it was actually good news if Jianwen just died off, as 

Mengyao couldnt marry him anymore. Since hed be dead. 

Although, Yushu didnt think that Yao Yao would go full retard and marry the bastard, but the two were 

childhood friends! Jianwen was clearly interested in Mengyao, too- what if Uncle Chu wasnt thinking 

straight one day and decided to marry Mengyao off to Jianwen?! 

So Yushu found herself to be pretty lucky for Jianwen to be dying. She didnt want to seem like a bad 

person, however, and decided to pin it all on Su Taizao. 

Shu! Whatre you saying!! Mengyao didnt know how to react to this- this soulmate of hers was making 

jokes at a time like this! Yet Mengyao understood what Yushu had in mind quite clearly herself- she 

didnt like An Jianwen either, naturally. He was only a brother figure to her; that was all there was to it. 

Yet she couldnt just let Jianwen die in front of her! Putting the relationship of their families aside, the 

guy had still treated her really nicely when she was a kid Even if her father didnt blame her shed still feel 

bad. After all, shed never had a real brother to put up with her young miss tantrums Chen Yutian and An 

Jianwen were the closest she had gotten. 

What? Its true! Jianwen Bros gonna die because of what Taizao Bro said! Yushu said seriously. I know. 

Taizao Bros still secretly angry at Jianwen Bro, thats why he wants him dead! Why would he stop Shield 

Bro from saving him otherwise? 

Chen Yushu was a girl who wanted the world to burn- she wanted chaos. For that end, she turned Lin Yis 

unwillingness to save Jianwen into Taizao causing Jianwens death out of his hate towards him. 

Shu, whatre you saying?! Why would I be angry at An Bro? Taizao knew what kind of personality Yushu 

had, but he also knew that this wasnt a woman he could afford crossing. As pissed as he was, he could 

only try to explain himself. 

Because An Bro stole your girlfriend! Yushu said with a grin. 

…… Taizaos face darkened as Yushu hit the mark- all of a sudden he didnt look so good, but he managed 

to keep his emotions in check. Ive long forgotten about the stuff from school, let alone still hate him for 

it.. 

Taizao Bro, Shu! Stop talking about that!! Mengyao was starting to panic as she looked at how raggedly 

Jianwen was breathing on the ground. She turned to Lin Yi. Come on, Lin Yi- save him, alright? 

Is this part of my job? Lin Yi asked. 

Yeah Mengyao hesitated. Think of it as a personal request.. 

Alright then! Lin Yi didnt want to butt into someone elses business, but he couldnt really reject Mengyao 

asking for his help. 



Lin Yi mightve felt some friction if Mengyao had told him it was an obligation, but hed still do it. 

Mengyao making it a personal request only gave him more cause to save the guys life. 

Lin Yi walked over to Jianwen unwillingly before pulling up his eyelid. He turned to Taizao. Hey, come get 

him up for me! 

Okay Taizao didnt know what Lin Yis profession was, but the guy did manage to pinpoint the exact cause 

of the epilepsy. Even Chu Mengyao had asked for his help- it was all he could do to pin his hopes on Lin 

Yi at this point. 

It had been ten minutes already, and the ambulance was still nowhere to be seen. Lin Yi mightve been 

right about Jianwen dying off before the ambulance even arrived. 

Taizao hoised the guy up, and Lin Yi started pressing some of the acupuncture spots on Jianwens back 

casually while Mengyao and Yushu watched from the side, one of them worried and the other curious. 

Move back! Lin Yi said as he raised his head at Mengyao and Yushu. 

Ah? Oh, okay Mengyao and Yushu didnt know why, but listened to Lin Yis instruction regardless. 

What about me? Taizao didnt know if that applied to him as well. 

Wouldnt he fall if you backed off? Lin Yi said, rolling his eyes. You dont mind, do you? 

No, I dont Taizao said after a pause. What was the guy talking about? Why would he mind holding 

Jianwen up? 

Blerrghhhhh.. 

Taizao had just finished his sentence when Jianwen opened his mouth to spurt out the food hed eaten, 

spraying it everywhere and landing most of the contents tragically on Taizao, who was holding him up 

right in front of him  

His face now had a layer of puke on it, but Taizao held on and endured it after freezing and almost 

letting go. 

Su Bro The feminine man was a sort of follower for Taizao. He walked over with tissues in panic after 

Taizao got puked on 

Taizao was as disgusted as he could be, but waved a dismissive hand to the tissues anyway, because 

Jianwens eyeballs were now rolling. He was about to wake up soon. 

He naturally didnt want Jianwen waking up to him busy focusing on wiping his face. An Bro, how are you 

feeling? 

Taizao.. I feel much better.. Jianwen said, weak as he managed to form a sentence. 

Lin Yi then moved away, not bothering to give Jianwen another look. Hell live. Have him get a gastric 

lavage and hell be fine. 



A complicated expression flashed across Jianwens face. Naturally, he was aware that Lin Yi had saved 

him He was in pain, but not unconscious, after all. He didnt know what to feel about Lin Yis help from 

the standpoint as his love rival. 

He mightve been dead if it werent for Lin Yi, but he couldnt just lower his head to him and give up on 

Mengyao It was something he simply could not bring himself to do. He hesitated for a while before 

speaking to Lin Yi, his voice still weak. Mister Lin, thank you for what you did Ill remember this and repay 

you one day! 

No need, I dont need you to repay me. Lin Yi said with a wave of his hand, utterly uninterested in 

Jianwen paying him back. 

Hed saved him solely because of Mengyao. 

do we wanna do this like THIS or with the notes system? tell me what u think 

Chapter 265 – Change of Impression 

There was vomit on the floor, but the owner never uttered a single word- this was way, way better than 

having someone die in his restaurant, especially from the food he served. 

No matter what, I still have to thank you! Im a guy who doesnt like owing anyone favors- Ill repay you 

one day! Jianwen announced, not minding what Lin Yi had said. 

The two had been enemies- Lin Yi saving him was completely due to Mengyao, and Jianwen recognized 

that. 

He then turned to Mengyao gratefully. Yao Yao sis, I havent been good to you for nothing! 

As for Yushu Jianwen didnt have anything to say about that, since that was just how the girl was, always 

messing someone up as long as said person pissed her off. Jianwen didnt know how hed gotten on her 

bad side, but she seemed to not like him very much. 

Its nothing, as long as youre fine. Mengyao breathed out in relief after seeing Jianwen safe and sound. 

But you should still go to the hospital to do what Lin Yi said, so that there wont be a problem. 

Mengyao now treated Lin Yi like an encyclopedia- at some point, Lin Yis words had started to heavily 

influence Mengyao. 

Of course Jianwen smiled while his heart throbbed in pain. He remembered the old days where 

Mengyao listened to him like a good little girl, always treating her big brothers words as absolute. 

Anyone who said anything against him would receive aggression from Mengyao, but nowadays she had 

a new man in her life 

It was a regretful development. Jianwen had thought that hed be able to start dating Mengyao officially 

after returning to Songshan- the Chus would never have let Mengyao get into a relationship this early, 

and that gave Jianwen complete confidence. It was why hed met up with Su Taizao, who was part of the 

four Young Masters before even visiting Mengyao or asking about her at all. 



Hed never expected to coincidentally bump into Mengyao like that at a theme parks restaurant, only to 

find out that she now had a partner A man who looked so average that Jianwen wondered if she was at 

the rebellious stage, getting herself some poor guy just out of teenage angst.  

Yet what Lin Yi had just revealed changed that impression instantly! 

 

Just one look at his soup and the guy was able to root out the problem, forcing all the food hed 

consumed out with just a couple of presses on his back! There was nothing average about that! 

 

Mengyaos conversation with Lin Yi only solidified that fact- Jianwen now understood that hed been 

blind: Lin Yi wasnt as simple as he seemed. 

Lin Yi, can you save Jianwen Bro? Oh, I could, but I dont want to. 

Those simple words implied that Lin Yi was beyond just that capability! He was capable of much more- 

saving a life was nothing more than a mere gesture to him!! 

 

This prompted Jianwen to immediately reassess what level his opponent was at- he now replaced his 

disdain and confidence with acknowledgement. 

The ambulances siren sounded from afar, unhindered even in the theme park. It was late despite that 

because of the distance between the hospital and the park. 

Some hospital staff came out of the ambulance and walked in. Wheres the patient? 

Here! Taizao waved. Food allergy, but hes vomited it out already. He needs a gastric lavage! 

Alright, are you a friend or family member of the patient? The staff were about to put Jianwen on a 

stretcher when he waved a hand to signal otherwise. 

Hed rather be in pain than to embarrass himself in front of his love rival. 

Im his friend. Taizao said. No need for the stretcher, Ill help him. 

With Taizao supporting Jianwen, they exited the restaurant before the owner had someone clean up the 

vomit. 

Even so, many of the restaurants customers still decided to leave. The scene that had just taken place 

was a bit too disgusting, after all. 

Mengyao and Yushu had lost their appetites as well- they were just about to call Lin Yi to leave when 

they realized that he was still stuffing his mouth at the table. Mengyao didnt quite know what to say to 

that- was he not disgusted at all? 

Lin Yi actually didnt find that the least bit disgusting- hed seen worse things, and still had had to eat 

regardless of his appetite. 

That actually made the owner feel bad- he refunded the money to Lin Yi, since the guy even solved a 

huge problem for him. He didnt feel good about Mengyao and Yushu losing their appetites, as well. 



Mengyao didnt scold Lin Yi or anything as he enjoyed his meal- she just watched him quietly until he 

finished. She found this man more enigmatic the longer she knew him- he seemed like someone who 

knew nothing and everything at the same time. 

He seemed to be both shameless and a pervert, but also a person with very strong principles. 

Mengyao was no idiot- not everyone could just maintain top ten grades in a school like Songshans First 

School. Shed resisted Lin Yi and even gotten mad at him the first time her dad assigned him to her, very 

troubled why hed even gotten her a farmer in the first place. 

But she came to realize as time went on that Lin Yi was a capable person. She didnt want to admit it, but 

it was something she acknowledged. 

You guys arent eating anymore? Im taking everything then? Lin Yi asked as he looked at the two 

remaining sets of food. 

Yeah, eat it all. Mengyao nodded. 

And Lin Yi swept everything into his mouth. 

Woah, Shield Bro!! Yushu blinked, surprised as she watched Lin Yi clear the bowls. 

Lets go bungee jumping then. Mengyao didnt let what had happened earlier get to her mood after 

losing her appetite to it. Jianwen seemed like a stranger now, especially with how he was acting. There 

was his hostility to Lin Yi on top of that, and Mengyao felt irritated- the big brother image Jianwen had 

built up crumbled abruptly that day. 

Ah Okay. Lin Yi then walked out with Mengyao and Yushu, glancing at a guy with a puffed up face with a 

faint smile before leaving. 

Yuchu Bro, theyre going bungee jumping! Ma said as he massaged the cheeks Yushu had messed up- he 

couldnt even talk properly now… 

Chapter 266 – Another Scheme 

I got it! Yuchu replied, his face dark as he endured the pain caused by Yushu stepping on him. She wasnt 

heavy or strong, but all-out kicks like that would hurt coming from anyone. 

Maoshengs face looked even worse- he had bandages wrapped around his head from the injury caused 

by Yuchus shoe. 

He regretted his recklessness- they wouldnt have ended up like this if he never thought up an idea that 

retarded. 

His plan was actually executable, but the target and location hed picked for it was way off the mark! If it 

were only Chu Mengyao there it mightve very well been a feasible plan!  

Yet theyd chosen a time when Mengyao, Yushu, and Lin Yi were all there- it effectively halved the effect 

theyd have on them The worst part of it all was the location theyd decided on! 

 



Putting on scary costumes in a haunted house, after all, hinted psychologically that they werent real, 

that they were fake, just like everything else in there- any night where Mengyao was alone and they 

might very well have scared her to death! The saying wasnt for nothing at all! 

This sort of thing had been done before- it had been published in the papers! There was this crazy high 

schooler who went out late at night to scare people in a costume, and he really did manage to kill off a 

couple of victims that way! 

 

Maosheng in his usual self wouldve went over the details of the plan so as to assess its practicality- he 

was a cautious and careful man, after all.  

Yet he was in a rush today- there wasnt much time, and there was Yuchu whod fanned the fires by 

supporting him.  

Getting hot-headed was something everyone should be wary of- even the smartest people would get 

caught in the moment and mess up with another hot-headed person getting everyone else excited and 

deluded. 

Many crimes happened because of outward encouragement, resulting in recklessness theyd regret! Did 

people like this not know the consequences of those crimes? No! 

 

That was how it was with this incident today- a ridiculous-looking plan like this would only have gotten 

through with the support and agreement of Yuchu. 

Yuchu was simply too enthusiastic about getting rid of Mengyao for the sake of presenting a huge 

present to Master Bin- it was what made him reckless. 

Maosheng, on the other hand, was thinking the same. He wanted to let his family get control over 

Pengzhan Industries, and time was ticking. It was what made him reckless as well. 

Only after calming down did the two realize how laughable and flawed their scheme was, ripping off a 

real-life case from the newspapers and spilling it all over themselves Look where that got them. 

Jin Bro, theyre going bungee jumping, what do we do? Yuchu said, turning to Maosheng. 

We need to kill her off with one sure shot this time- no more carelessness! Maosheng gritted his teeth. 

Its okay, Jin Bro- Im at fault too! Yuchu said with a wave of his hand. Even the great general Guan Xi lost 

a state back in the war of the three kingdoms because of his carelessness! Why would we be exempt 

from carelessness even the General of the Five Tigers was susceptible to? Weve underestimated the 

enemy! 

Yes, youre right! Maoshengs mood got better upon hearing the words. It was true- even Guan Xi had 

made devastating mistakes- what was wrong with him messing up this one time? 

Jin Bro, I think bungee jumping is our best shot at killing off Chu Mengyao! Yuchu said with a chuckle as 

he lowered his voice. Hed wanted to off Mengyao solely to get the real estate company to Master Bin so 

as to win his favor, but now It got personal! Would his intestines be throbbing like this if it werent for 

Chu Mengyao? 



This debt could not go unpaid!! 

Oh? How so? Maosheng made sure to think things through as thoroughly as possible this time around. 

Jin Bro, imagine an accident happening at bungee jumping The rope snapping off, for example Heh heh, 

no one would suspect it a murder! Its simpler to execute too, isnt it? Yuchu grinned as he pitched his 

plan. 

Yes, getting the bungee jumping rope to break off Its good! Maosheng nodded. He had to say- this 

Zhang Yuchu was quite a crafty one. Getting suspected was a lower possibility here, and even if it were 

suspected to be a murder itd be hard to find evidence. As long as they were competent, most of the 

evidence could be easily taken care of! The repercussions of this would be the theme park shutting 

down because of the incident, but something like that was but a small ripple to a large scale 

organization like Pengzhan Industries. 

Yeah, as long we find out when Chu Mengyao gets her turn, wed only need to prepare a rope weve 

tampered with for her to use! Its the ocean at the bottom of that valley- well only need to delay the 

rescue and shed be flushed away by the currents, her fate sealed!! Yuchu said. Theres less risk involved, 

and its easier, too. 

Hm Bungee jumping… Alright, Ill contact the the manager and have him operate directly with Ma. Well 

keep our faces out of this! Maosheng didnt want to embarrass himself with the bandaging on his head. 

Hed attract too much attention with the way he looked now- he didnt want Mengyao and Yushu to be 

suspecting anything. 

He hadnt met Mengyao that often, but theyd at least met a couple of times during banquets. He feared 

that Mengyao might recognize him. 

He then called Manager Zhang, the person hed contacted earlier to have the haunted house incident 

coordinated. He didnt ask for details after receiving the call, getting into contact with Ma directly to 

prepare the next step of the scheme. 

Manager Zhang was part of the primary Jin family line of descent- with Jin Gubang watching over him, 

the guy had had quite his share of pocketed money from the theme park. Most of that money, naturally, 

went to House Jin, but his own share was plenty. Getting found out would spell ruin for him, and that 

meant he had to keep quiet and do as he was told by Jin Maosheng. 

That was why Manager Zhang brought Ma to the control center for bungee jumping without asking 

anything after Ma told him about Yuchus plan. 

Ma then changed into an employees outfit, now one of the people in charge of the bungee jumping 

section! The guy hed replaced was Manager Zhangs nephew, and no one would notice. 

Chapter 267 – Sudden Change of Situation 

Bungee jumping was an activity that saw a boom in popularity in recent years- the bungee jumper would 

stand around forty meters high, either on a bridge, tower, skyscraper, cable car, or even a hot-air 

balloon. Theyd be latched onto a long rubber rope before spreading their arms to jump down head first. 



The rubber was very long, and it allowed for a couple seconds of freefall before it tightened and stopped 

the person from falling any farther. It would then bounce the person back up after reaching the lowest 

possible point before letting them fall back down again. The person would then bounce up and down a 

couple more times before the process ended. 

Lin Yi went to get three tickets, and Ma ran up in front of them as an employee, thinking that Lin Yi didnt 

know who he was. 

Hm? Yao Yao, whats with his face? Its all puffed up! Yushu asked Mengyao as she inspected Mas face. 

I dunno, maybe he got pinched by someone. Why do you care, Shu? Mengyaos heart was thumping as 

she imagined the bungee jumping that would take place soon. 

She wasnt as brave as Yushu- shed only wanted to cleanse the bad feelings within her when she decided 

to go bungee jumping, but she was now moments away from jumping down forty meters! 

Oh Yushu continued looking at Ma. Your face, its really weird! 

Ma was pissed. What the fuck, youre the one who did it! Weird?! Ma tried to maintain the smile on his 

face. Haha, I was born with this face! Alright, the three of you will need to sign an agreement and have 

your weight and blood pressure measured! 

There was an agreement the participants had to sign- it included some statements asking the 

participants about heart and sight problems, for example. Any accidents caused as a result of hiding 

conditions like that would not be the theme parks responsibility. 

After that was the insurance- the fees had been included in the ticket already. 

Ma was there to have Mengyao killed in the first place- he didnt try very hard at all as he measured the 

blood pressure and body weight. He waved a hand. 

Alright, were good. Whos going first? Ma asked after sorting the documents out. 

Yao Yao first! The first times for you!! Yushu said with a big smile on her face. We agreed, right! 

No we did not! Mengyao glared before speaking faintly. Alright, Ill go first. 

What they did agree on, however, wasnt the order theyd go bungee jumping in It was about them 

marrying the same man. Mengyao would, as the sister, naturally have the first night after their wedding 

day 

This sort of thing was fine when they talked about it as kids, but it was only natural that Mengyao would 

get embarrassed about it now 

Ma was overjoyed upon hearing Mengyaos words. Her going first made things much easier. Come with 

me! 

Mengyao walked in front of Yushu while Lin Yi walked behind the both of them, wondering if he should 

expose Ma now. 

He didnt know how things were with Chu Pengzhans side that moment, and he didnt want to alert the 

enemy. He called Li Fu to see what he had to say. 



Uncle Fu, Im Lin Yi. Were at the theme park, and someones plotting against Miss Chu. Do I expose him, 

or Lin Yi asked quietly. 

Wait a moment, Ill consult with Mister Chu. Li Fu then got off the phone for a bit before getting back on. 

Mister Lin, Ive talked with Mister Chu. He says that itd be best for you to hold back for the moment- hes 

planning a plot and alerting the enemy would not be in our best interests. 

Understood. Ill see what I can do then. Lin Yi nodded. 

Of course, this is all taking into consideration that Yao Yaos the first priority. Please do not hesitate to 

remove any immediate threat to her safety! Li Fu added. 

Of course. Ill protect Yao Yao and Shu. But Li Fu, itd be best for you to come to the theme park if you 

have time. I want to follow the enemy and see whos behind this later. Lin Yi said. 

Alright, Ill get there now- should be around twenty minutes if I hurry. Where in the theme park are you? 

Li Fu asked. 

Bungee jumping section. Lin Yi said. 

Alright, be right there. Li Fu said before hanging up. 

Lin Yi then caught up with the girls, acting as if hed just gotten off the phone with a friend. Someone of 

Mas caliber would never suspect anything. 

As far as he could tell, Lin Yi didnt even know that he was the faceless void from the haunted house. 

Lin Yi walked up to see Mengyao putting on the gear and rope under Mas instruction. 

He frowned at that- he wanted to stop him, but Li Fus words made him hesitate. Pengzhan didn’t want 

him to alert the enemy, but hed be unable to save Mengyao even if he wanted to should the rope be 

tampered with! 

The best way was to jump off with Mengyao, tied together- thatd minimize the danger, but would 

Mengyao agree to it? 

He was trying to think of something when Mengyao started getting scared as she looked down at the 

waves. I I wanna get ready first. 

Ma was worried that Mengyao might chicken out, but there wasnt much he could do. The rope had 

been tampered with, and was only meant for Mengyao- he couldnt let anyone else use it. He didnt want 

to be doing this, but he put on a smile and tried to encourage her. Get ready, then, dont worry. But 

remember that its fine! Anyone would get scared bungee jumping for the first time, but just remember 

that all you have to do is close your eyes and open your arms- and youll open your eyes to a whole new 

world 

Ma had went bungee jumping before, and that gave strength to his words. It didnt arouse any suspicion 

from Mengyao, but Lin Yi only found it funny. 

Mengyao hesitating, however, did give Lin Yi more time to handle the situation. He walked up casually 

and picked up the rope latched onto Mengyao for a closer look. 



Whatre you doing?! Ma stopped Lin Yi instantly. You cant just touch this rope, what if you break it and 

she jumps down with a broken rope? Would you be able to take responsibility for that?! 

Chapter 268 – Chickening Out 

Ma had been troubled that there was nothing to pin the blame on- he jumped at the opportunity Lin Yi 

gave him. 

Im just taking a look, whatre you getting so worked up for? Lin Yi smiled faintly before putting the rope 

back. Uncle Fu told him not to alert the enemy, so he had no reason to confront Ma here. 

But the longer Mengyao dragged things on the more time Uncle Fu would have to arrive. Lin Yi hoped 

Mengyao would rest longer. 

Are you ready now? Ma was starting to worry. Miss, theres a schedule and time limit here There are 

people lining up behind you, right? We have a lot of cableways, but what if it gets packed later? 

I Ill try again then Like any other first time jumper, Mengyaos heart rate increased as she thought of 

what was about to happen. She stood back up again as Ma encouraged her. 

Its really nothing, just close your eyes and itll be over Heh, just close your eyes and youll be dead soon! 

Okay Mengyao nodded as if shed set her mind on seeing this through. She walked up to the edge and 

looked down- she started getting dizzy at the sight. She shut her eyes, but opened them again to find 

the fear growing. She couldnt look down anymore. I cant, Im still scared, I need I need some time 

I. Ma didnt know what to do anymore- he wanted to kick this troublemaker off! Yet this wasnt 

something he could just do in public with other people watching They might even blame the rope 

breaking on how rough he was being. 

Ma was no idiot- why would he ever do something like that with so many people looking? Lin Yi and 

Yushu were right there as well! 

 

Miss, arent you just making other people wait? Ma wasnt too happy. 

Shu, maybe you go first? I I really need some time to prepare! Mengyao said as she walked back to the 

bench to sit down on. 

Oh? Me first? Yao Yao, youre giving me the first time?! Yushu blinked excitedly. 

The bungee jumping Dont think too much. Mengyao said, speechless. 

Bungee jumping, yeah. Yushu nodded. Well Ill go first then! Hey, pufferface, put the gear on me! Ill go 

first. 

Pufferface? Ma wanted to cry- this woman was the one whod given him this pufferface, how could she 

just call him that? This was bullying! 

Uh thatd be a lot of trouble Its all set up already Ma didnt want to give Yushu the rope- his target was 

Mengyao! Yushu dying like that would only make their objective harder to achieve. 



Jeez, youre a lot of trouble! Give it here, Ill do it myself if youre lazy! Yushu said with a wave of her hand. 

Those who work hard have good lives! 

Maybe you can go to another cableway? Ma said, trying to stop Yushu. 

Other cableways? Theres other people lining up there, cant you see! Its obviously faster if we just switch 

the rope! Yushu wasnt planning on listening to Ma at all. 

I Ill ask my superior first I just work here, Im not allowed to break the rules, you know that! I dont wanna 

get yelled at! Without much choice left, Ma played the subordination card. 

Alright, alright, go ask your superior then! Yushu was getting impatient, but she had no reason to cause 

an employee trouble.  

Alright, Ill do that right now Ma walked to a corner as he pulled his phone out. 

Shield Bro, Im actually getting scared too Maybe we can jump together? Yushu said after one look at the 

bottom- it really was quite scary, and she wasnt sure that she wouldnt chicken out the way Mengyao 

had done. 

Jump together? Lin Yi paused, glad. He wasnt glad because hed get to have physical contact with Yushu, 

but because he was worried for Yushu jumping down by herself! 

Hed been thinking of how he could delay Yushus jump after shed switched places with Mengyao, or 

even give up jumping completely. The jade had signalled him a couple times already, too- they were 

weak signals, but the danger was there. There was definitely something wrong with the bungee 

jumping. 

A weak signal meant it was slightly dangerous, but that was only for him- the same couldnt be said for 

Yushu, and Lin Yi didnt want her jumping off herself. He was just getting worried when Yushu suggested 

jumping off together. 

Yeah, we get tied with the same rope and jump down together, then I wont be scared, alright, Shield 

Bro? Yushu was braver than Mengyao, but she was still a girl Who wouldnt be scared of jumping down 

from a height like this? It was even her first time, any normal person would be scared. 

Yushu thought that only a tigress like that Song Lingshan would be completely unaffected She didnt find 

it embarrassing at all because of that. 

No! Mengyao frowned after hearing Yushus suggestion. Shu, wouldnt you be letting him feel you up if 

you jumped down tied up with him? 

Ah? Feel me up..? Yushu hadnt thought about that, but found it to be nothing important. Hes done it 

before right, its not a big deal if he does it again Yao Yao, I really cant go down on my own! Maybe you 

can jump down with Shield Bro first? 

Fine, you do it then! Mengyao hmphed. What was this girl thinking, was she out of her mind? How was 

getting molested again not a big deal? Maybe she should get felt up a couple more times and get used 

to it? 



Yet Mengyao felt a tinge of regret after saying those words- she was actually looking forward to jumping 

down with Lin Yi She probably wouldnt be scared with him by her side, would she..? 

She recalled how safe and protected she felt when Lin Yi was there for her during the bank robbery 

Shield Bro, remember not to touch anywhere weird! Yushu said with a grin after turning to Lin Yi, not 

rejecting Mengyaos offer. 

Lin Yi didnt know what to say to that- why did this girl sound like she was welcoming that development? 

She didnt want him touching her, but that look on her face made it seem that she wanted him to..? Lin 

Yi suddenly recalled a joke about a shameless man… 

Chapter 269 – Jumping Down Together 

Ma had planned on faking a phone call and reject Mengyaos request, but a thought came to mind after 

hearing what Yushu suggested. 

This Lin Yi person seemed to be one of the people causing the boss trouble Getting him killed here 

wouldnt be for nothing. At that thought, Ma dialed Yuchu up. He didnt dare make the decision on his 

own. 

Yuchu, the situations changed! Ma said with a lowered voice. 

Oh? Whats wrong? Yuchus heart tightened. Was the plan unsuccessful once more? 

Chu Mengyaos ready to jump, with the gear equipped and everything, but Shes too scared to jump 

now.. Ma said. 

Too scared? Yuchu frowned. If thats the case then dont push it- dont lose everything over something 

small! 

Thats not it, Yuchu Bro The problem here, that Chen Yushus getting ready to jump using the rope weve 

tampered with Ma hadnt finished when Yuchu interrupted him. 

Wed better not lay a finger on that Chen Yushu- shes too much! Yuchu didnt know Yushus background, 

but he did know that she was from a family even the person behind Cihua Bro was wary of. This was not 

something he should be meddling with. 

She wants to jump with that Lin Yi I think this is a good chance Ma said. 

With Lin Yi? Wait a moment.. Yuchu decided that hed discuss this with Maosheng- it wasnt something 

he could decide himself. He repeated what Ma had said to Maosheng. 

Maosheng hesitated as he thought about it. Gritting his teeth, he spoke up all of a sudden. Well do it!! 

Tell him to carry the plan out- Chen Yushu dying will be trouble, but its an accident in Chu Pengzhans 

theme park. With how close House Chu and House Chen are they shouldnt be too hung up over it, at 

most theyll throw out a scapegoat for the whole thing! But with Lin Yi dead itll be way easier to get Chu 

Mengyao next time! 

Yuchu nodded before relaying the confirmation to Ma. With the OK from his two bosses, Ma then 

guided her and tied her up with Lin Yi 



Fuu finally. But Shield Bro, theyve made it so tight, its hard to breathe! Yushu said with a deep breath. 

Lin Yi, on the other hand, gulped as he felt the softness of Yushus breasts, his body reacting the way any 

eighteen-year-old teenager would Hed been through life-threatening situations, but getting tied up with 

a young girl like this would affect any man 

Especially when said girl was a beautiful, curvy one And it wasnt like Lin Yi had no feelings at all towards 

her, too- it was only normal that hed have a reaction to that. 

Lin Yi was about to explain himself awkwardly when Yushu spoke up. Hm? Whats that, Shield Bro, 

somethings poking me? 

Ugh. Lin Yi paused as he looked at that innocent face in front of him He couldnt really explain it now 

Whats wrong? Yushu didnt know what was up with Lin Yi, but a sudden realization came up the next 

moment.. Yushu was no little girl, after all, and shed learned about stuff like this in health class She 

blushed as she understood the source, fidgeting her body around awkwardly as she whispered a threat. 

Shield Bro, are you perhaps thinking of something unhealthy? 

Yushu twisting her body like that only worsened things- Lin Yis reaction only intensified! What Yushu 

said was another fuse, too! Was that supposed to be a threat? It sounded more playful than shed 

probably intended it to be 

But Lin Yi was not one with a weak mind- he regained his composure the next moment. He knew that 

this was just how Yuchu spoke, she wasnt seducing him or anything. There was his Miss right there 

looking at them, too- getting intimate with her soulmate would just be a death wish. 

He glanced at Mengyao- she didnt look happy at all!! He quickly turned his head away innocently, but 

there wasnt much he could so about his waist It was gear meant for one person, itd obviously be more 

cramped with two in it 

He remembered that he was on duty, and Lin Yi forced himself to calm down. The reaction down there 

gradually regained its softened state, as well. 

He was on a mission! Lin Yi understood that! After all, real feelings for the employer was the biggest 

taboo in the profession!  

He remembered that time with Yi 

The thought put Lin Yi in a solemn mood, and his heart no longer thumped like it had with his body 

pressed against Yushus 

This was his last mission- he wanted to finish it cleanly and beautifully. Hed be a free man then, no 

longer bound by his profession and its restrictions. 

Are you ready? Ma had no time to be watching Lin Yi get intimate with Yushu- he had to get the two of 

them dead! 

Yeah, can we jump now? Yushu wasnt that afraid anymore with Lin Yi in front of her. She reached out 

and grabbed Lin Yis arm as she looked down. Shield Bro, you gotta hug me later, okay? But remember, 

you cant take advantage of me! 



Ah. Okay. Lin Yi nodded- He wouldnt have done anything even without Yushu telling her, the jade was 

sending another signal! This rope was definitely tampered with. 

Why wasnt Uncle Fu here yet? Lin Yi didnt want to alert the enemy, but jumping off knowing that the 

rope would break off was nothing fun! It might give Chu Pengzhan an excuse to carry out rectifications 

in the company, but dropping into the sea wouldnt feel good at all. 

Ma, on the other hand, didnt think that Lin Yi and Yushu would survive at all should they jump down- 

the two were bound and tied, it was certain death in those currents without backup. 

Alright, ready to go? Ma said. Ill count to three, and you two jump down together 

Wait. Lin Yi interrupted Ma with a gesture. 

Is there anything else Ma frowned, pissed. 

Lin Yi didnt pay him any attention. He walked over to Mengyao with Yushu. 

Mengyao didnt know what Lin Yi was walking over for, but she saw what the guy had done with Shu 

earlier! The gangster!!  

Mengyao wasnt pleased at all- this pervert wasnt satisfied with just messing around with girls outside, 

now he wanted to have a taste of her soulmate too! Mengyao couldnt take it anymore, shed really have 

given him a scolding if they werent in a public place. 

Chapter 270 – Trouble 

Lin Yi walked over and lowered his head, positioning his lips to Mengyaos ear 

W-Whatre you doing?! Mengyao panicked at how intimate Lin Yi was acting- the way he breathed in her 

ear gave her a peculiar sensation, too. 

Mengyao moved her head to the side subconsciously, feeling quite troubled- was the jerk still not 

satisfied after toying with her soulmate? 

Uncle Fus gonna be here soon, so dont panic if anything happens to me and Shu later. Stay here and 

dont move. Wait for Uncle Fu. Lin Yi said quickly, not answering Mengyaos question. 

Huh? Mengyao blinked. She was just about to ask Lin Yi what was going on when he started walking to 

the edge with Yushu again after giving her a smile. 

Pengzhan wanted Lin Yi to improvise because he didnt want to be going to war with Jin Gubang 

officially- his plans were still incomplete, and Gubang was quite a force in the company Breaking with Jin 

Gubang openly wouldnt end well. 

Yet never would Pengzhan have imagined that these people were after Mengyaos life! Hed never have 

let Lin Yi jump off if he knew their intentions, even if that meant breaking with Jin Gubang. 

Yet Lin Yi didnt really care- they werent gonna die from jumping down anyway. This could actually turn 

out to be leverage for Pengzhan to utilize at the company. An accident like this was a pretty big deal. 



They could say that it was just an accident, but it could also be said that Jin Gubang had the 

responsibility to pay as the overseeing manager of the theme park. He wouldnt be getting off easy. 

Were ready. Lin Yi said to Ma. 

Alright, Ill count to three. Dont worry, itll be over soon- you can close your eyes at the beginning. Ma 

was being quite professional with his instructions. 

Lin Yi nodded. Bungee jumping had no thrill value to him anymore There were oftentimes situations 

during missions where he had to jump off cliffs and into the ocean, and Lin Yi had long since gotten used 

to it. 

Yushu, on the other hand, was a little spooked- Lin Yi could feel her breathing getting ragged as a layer 

of sweat formed on her face from the fear 

One, two, three! Afraid that Yushu would have second thoughts, Ma decided to just straight up push the 

two down. 

Lin Yi had wanted to drag on a little while for Uncle Fu to get here, but he didnt expect this Ma to be so 

rushed- did his employer really want them dead this much? 

Ma only pushed Yushu, so Lin Yi could very well have stabilized the two of them if he wanted to. Itd 

open up conflict with Ma, however, so Lin Yi decided to just fall off with the momentum. 

They were in public, and Lin Yi couldnt kill the guy off directly even if he wanted to. Breaking with Ma 

here would only alert the people behind him that he was on to them. 

Lin Yi didnt know the specifics of this mission, but Pengzhan was his primary employer- he had a 

responsibility to him, and going along with his plans was a priority. 

AH-!!! Yushu shrieked as her hands wrapped around Lin Yi involuntarily, completely forgetting about 

how the bungee jumping signs said that one should spread their arms open when falling 

Shu youre strangling me.. Lin Yi said, hurting from Yushus arms around his neck. 

Ahhh!!! Shield Bro, Im so scared!!! Yushu screamed as she plummeted with Lin Yi. They reached the 

lowest point before bouncing back up. 

Its okay, you can open your eyes now. Lin Yi said as he calculated when the rope would snap- Ma was 

most likely planning to have the two of them fall into the sea. 

Lin Yi had wanted to find a place to land on the wall of the cliff, but it was regrettably too slippery. The 

design was to reduce the chances of jumpers hurting themselves should they crash into the walls, after 

all. 

Mengyao stared blankly at the empty edge the two had jumped off from, Lin Yis words still fresh in her 

mind 

Uncle Fus gonna be here soon, so dont panic if anything happens to me and Shu later. Stay here and 

dont move. Wait for Uncle Fu. 



What did he mean? Would something happen to them? Did Lin Yi find out about something? Or was it 

meant to scare her, as a prank? Mengyao was getting confused when she heard someone call out. 

The rope snapped!! 

Shit, shit!! 

Theyre in the water!! 

Mengyao jumped- she was just about to ask when people started squeezing in her direction for a better 

look. Mengyao got up quickly and looked where everyone else was looking 

The rope had snapped, dangling in midair with Yushu and Lin Yi nowhere to be seen! Mengyaos mind 

went completely blank that instant! 

 

Lin Yi and Yushu, just like that..?!! 

Shu!!! Lin Yi!!! Mengyao tried to force her way past the crowd as she yelled the names at the top of her 

lungs. 

Young lady, were those your friends? A mother asked as she looked at Mengyao compassionately. Im 

sorry I heard that their heads never even surfaced after falling in The sea swept them away 

Mengyao felt all her strength drained away in that instant She only stared at the raging sea below her, 

her eyes empty.. 

What the hells with this park? Wheres the rescue team, are they just gonna let them disappear? Who 

the hells gonna come bungee jumping anymore? 

I know, Im so glad I didnt jump yet! 

None of these people bothered to jump down after Yushu and Lin Yi, but that wasnt because they were 

cold It was because theyd die long before they got to save anyone. 

Mengyao then remembered the things Lin Yi had said to her before jumping with Yushu, the things that 

didnt make sense then Had Lin Yi realized something? 

Why else would he ask her not to panic should something happen to Yushu and him? 

That jerk!! Did he jump down knowing an accident would happen?! He even dragged Yushu down with 

him!! 

 


